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ON THE BI-CARLESON OPERATOR I. THE WALSH CASE
CAMIL MUSCALU, TERENCE TAO, AND CHRISTOPH THIELE
Abstract. We prove Lp estimates for the Walsh model of the maximal bi-Carleson
operator defined below. The corresponding estimates for the Fourier model will be
obtained in the sequel [20] of this paper.
1. introduction
In this paper we initiate a study of the bi-Carleson maximal operator which, as we will
see, is a hybrid of the Carleson maximal operator and the bilinear Hilbert transform.
Let us first recall that the maximal Carleson operator is the sub-linear operator defined
by
C(f)(x) := sup
N
∣∣∣∣∫
ξ<N
f̂(ξ)e2πixξ dξ
∣∣∣∣ , (1)
where f is a Schwartz function on the real line IR and the Fourier transform is defined by
fˆ(ξ) :=
∫
IR
f(x)e−2πixξ dx.
The following statement of Carleson and Hunt [3], [10] is a classical theorem in Fourier
analysis:
Theorem 1.1. [3], [10] The operator C maps Lp → Lp, for every 1 < p <∞.
This result, in the particular weak type (2, 2) special case, was the main ingredient in
the proof of Carleson’s fameous theorem which states that the Fourier series of a function
in L2[0, 1] converges pointwise almost everywhere.
The bilinear Hilbert transform is an operator which can be essentially written as
B(f1, f2)(x) :=
∫
ξ1<ξ2
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2, (2)
where f1, f2 are test functions on IR.
From the work of Lacey and Thiele [14], [15] we have the following Lp estimates on B:
Theorem 1.2. [14], [15] B maps Lp×Lq → Lr whenever 1 < p, q ≤ ∞, 1/p+1/q = 1/r,
and 2/3 < r <∞.
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In this paper and the sequel [20] we study the Lp boundedness properties of a maximal
sub-bilinear variant T of the bilinear Hilbert transform, defined by 1
T (f1, f2)(x) := sup
N
∣∣∣∣∫
ξ1<ξ2<N
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2
∣∣∣∣ . (3)
As we already discussed in [18], [19], operators like T are closely related to the WKB ex-
pansions of generalized eigenfunctions of one-dimensional Schro¨dinger operators, following
the work of Christ and Kiselev [4].
The study of T clearly reduces to the study of its linearized version defined by
T (f1, f2)(x) :=
∫
ξ1<ξ2<N(x)
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2, (4)
where “x → N(x)” is an arbitrary function, in the same way as the study of C reduces
to the study of
C(f)(x) :=
∫
ξ<N(x)
f̂(ξ)e2πixξ dξ. (5)
From the identity
f1(x)f2(x) =
∫
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2
we see that T has the same homogeneity as the pointwise product operator, and hence we
expect estimates of Ho¨lder type, i.e. that T maps Lp1×Lp2 to Lp
′
3 when 1/p′3 = 1/p1+1/p2.
We should emphasize that the relationship between the bi-Carleson operator T and
the bilinear Hilbert transform B, is analogous to the relationship between the Carleson
operator C and the classical Hilbert transform.2
It is well-known that the Carleson operator C and the bilinear Hilbert transform B
have slightly simpler Walsh model versions Cwalsh and Bwalsh defined using the Walsh
transform instead of the Fourier transform, which we will present next. We should also
recall here that here are several papers in the literature using these Walsh notations (see
e.g. [2], [26], [18], etc.).
Definition 1.3. For l ≥ 0 we define the l-th Walsh function wl by the following recursive
formulas
w0 := χ[0,1)
w2l := wl(2x) + wl(2x− 1)
w2l+1 := wl(2x)− wl(2x− 1).
1The operator T− defined by the same formula but with phase ”‘ξ1 − ξ2”’ instead of ”‘ξ1 + ξ2”’, has
recently been studied in [21]: it does not satisfy any Lp estimates!
2This should also be compared with M.Lacey’s maximal operator [13], which in this sub-bilinear
context is the analogue of the Hardy Littlewood maximal function.
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Definition 1.4. A tile P is a half open rectangle IP × ωP of area one, such that IP and
ωP are dyadic intervals. If P = [2
−kn, 2−k(n+1))× [2kl, 2k(l+1)) is such a tile, we define
the corresponding Walsh wave packet φP by
φP (x) := 2
k/2wl(2
kx− n).
For each tile P , note that φP is supported on IP and has an L
2 norm equal to 1. Also,
observe that φP and φP ′ are orthogonal whenever P and P
′ are disjoint.
Definition 1.5. A bitile P is a half open rectangle IP ×ωP of area two, such that IP and
ωP are dyadic intervals . For any bitile
P = [2−kn, 2−k(n + 1))× [2k+1l, 2k+1(l + 1))
we define the sub-tiles P1, P2 ⊂ P by
P1 := [2
−kn, 2−k(n+ 1))× [2k2l, 2k(2l + 1))
P2 := [2
−kn, 2−k(n+ 1))× [2k(2l + 1), 2k(2l + 2)).
Definition 1.6. A quartile P is a half open rectangle IP × ωP of area four, such that IP
and ωP are dyadic intervals . For any quartile
P = [2−kn, 2−k(n + 1))× [2k+2l, 2k+2(l + 1))
we define the sub-tiles P1, P2, P3 ⊂ P by
P1 := [2
−kn, 2−k(n+ 1))× [2k4l, 2k(4l + 1))
P2 := [2
−kn, 2−k(n+ 1))× [2k(4l + 1), 2k(4l + 2))
P3 := [2
−kn, 2−k(n+ 1))× [2k(4l + 2), 2k(4l + 3)).
and the sub-bitile P12 by P12 = P1 ∪ P2.
Note that every quartile is a disjoint union of two bitiles and also a disjoint union of
four tiles.
Definition 1.7. ([2],[22]) If P is a finite collection of bitiles, the Walsh Carleson operator
is defined by the formula
Cwalsh,P(f) :=
∑
P∈P
〈f, φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}.
Similarly, one has
Definition 1.8. ([26]) If P is a finite collection of quartiles, the Walsh bilinear Hilbert
transform Bwalsh,P is defined by the formula
Bwalsh,P(f1, f2) :=
∑
P∈P
1
|IP |1/2
〈f1, φP1〉〈f2, φP2〉φP3.
From the point of view of the time-frequency phase plane, the Fourier and Walsh models
are very similar3, however the Walsh model, being dyadic, has several convenient features
3Indeed, the Walsh model can be viewed as the analogue of the Fourier model with the underlying
group IR being replaced by (Z2)
Z.
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(such as the ability to localize perfectly in both time and frequency simultaneously) which
allow for a clearer and less technical treatment than the Fourier case. The following
theorems are well known:
Theorem 1.9. [2],[22] Let P be an arbitrary set of bitiles. Then, Cwalsh,P maps L
p → Lp
for every 1 < p <∞. The bounds are uniform in P
Theorem 1.10. [24] Let P be an arbitrary set of quartiles. Bwalsh,P maps L
p×Lq → Lr
whenever 1 < p, q ≤ ∞, 1/p+ 1/q = 1/r, and 2/3 < r <∞. The bounds are uniform in
P.
Just as the Carleson operator C and the bilinear Hilbert transform B have Walsh
models Cwalsh,P and Bwalsh,P, the operator T also has a Walsh model Twalsh,P,Q.
Definition 1.11. If P, Q are two finite collections of quartiles, we define the operator
Twalsh,P,Q by
Twalsh,P,Q := T
′
walsh,P,Q + T
′′
walsh,P,Q
where
T ′walsh,P,Q(f1, f2) :=
∑
P∈P
〈Bwalsh,P1,Q(f1, f2), φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}
T ′′walsh,P,Q(f1, f2) :=
∑
P∈P
〈f1, φP1〉φP1Cwalsh,P2,Q(f2)χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}
where for every tile P , Bwalsh,P,Q and Cwalsh,P,Q are defined by
Bwalsh,P,Q(f1, f2) :=
∑
Q∈Q;ωQ3⊆ωP
1
|IQ|1/2
〈f1, φQ1〉〈f2, φQ2〉φQ3
Cwalsh,P,Q(f2) :=
∑
Q∈Q;ωQ1⊆ωP
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}.
In the next section we will explain why the operator Twalsh,P,Q is the natural Walsh
analogue of the Fourier operator T .
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a large set of Lp estimates for the Walsh model
Twalsh,P,Q of T . The operator T itself is more technical to handle, and the treatment will
be deferred to the sequel [20] of this paper. Our main theorem is the following:
Theorem 1.12. Let P, Q be two arbitrary finite collections of quartiles. Then, Twalsh,P,Q
maps
Twalsh,P,Q : L
p1 × Lp2 → Lp
′
3 (6)
as long as 1 < p1, p2 ≤ ∞,
1
p1
+ 1
p2
= 1
p′3
and 2/3 < p′3 < ∞, with uniform bounds in P
and Q.
We should point out that both Theorem 1.9 and Theorem 1.10 are particular cases of
our main Theorem 1.12.
Also, as a consequence of our framework, we shall be able to give a self-contained proof
of theorem 1.9 in Section 6, in the same spirit with the proof of theorem 1.10 in [18].
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While the current article is mostly selfcontained, we adopt the same attitude as in [18],
[19] and will mark as “standard” any arguments that are well understood by now in the
framework of multilinear singular integrals as in [14], [15], [17], [18], [19], [24], [26], etc.
The first author was partially supported by the NSF grant DMS 0100796. The second
author is a Clay Prize Fellow and is supported by grants from NSF and Packard Founda-
tion. The third author was partially supported by a Sloan Fellowship and by NSF grants
DMS 9985572 and DMS 9970469.
2. the walsh model
We explain in this section the analogy between T+ and Twalsh,P,Q. Here T+ is defined
in the same way as T , but with respect to an integration over 0 < ξ1 < ξ2 instead. This
is a harmless modification (essentially one replaces f1 with the Hilbert transform of f1).
Formally, one can write
T+(f1, f2) =
∑
ω
∫
ξ1<ξ2<N(x); ξ1,ξ2∈ωl;N(x)∈ωr
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2+ (7)
∑
ω
∫
ξ1<ξ2<N(x); ξ1∈ωl; ξ2,N(x)∈ωr
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2.
This is a consequence of the fact that for almost every 3-tuple ξ1 < ξ2 < N(x) there is
a unique smallest dyadic interval ω which contains ξ1, ξ2 and N(x) and either ξ1, ξ2 ∈ ωl
and N(x) ∈ ωr, or ξ1 ∈ ωl and ξ2, N(x) ∈ ωr, where ωl(ωr) is the left (right) half of ω.
Then (7) is equal to
∑
ω
(∫
ξ1<ξ2; ξ1,ξ2∈ωl
f̂1(ξ1)f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ1+ξ2) dξ1dξ2
)
χ{x:N(x)∈ωr}+ (8)
∑
ω
(∫
ξ1∈ωl
f̂1(ξ1)e
2πixξ1 dξ1
)(∫
ξ2<N(x); ξ2,N(x)∈ωr
f̂2(ξ2)e
2πix(ξ2) dξ2
)
. (9)
In the end, one just has to observe that the left hand side term in (8) is the bilinear
Hilbert transform of f1 and f2 whose Fourier transform is restricted to ωl, while the right
hand side term in (9) is a Carleson operator restricted to ωr.
3. interpolation
In this section we review the interpolation theory from [17] which allows us to reduce
multi-linear Lp estimates such as those in Theorem 1.12 to certain “restricted type”
estimates.
Throughout the paper, we use A . B to denote the statement that A ≤ CB for some
large constant C, and A ≪ B to denote the statement that A ≤ C−1B for some large
constant C. Also, the function N(x) is fixed throughtout the paper and our constants C
will always be independent of P, Q and N(x).
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To prove the Lp estimates on Twalsh,P,Q it is convenient to use duality and introduce
the trilinear form Λwalsh,P,Q associated to Twalsh,P,Q via the formula
Λwalsh,P,Q(f1, f2, f3) :=
∫
IR
Twalsh,P,Q(f1, f2)(x)f3(x)dx.
Similarly define Λ′walsh,P,Q and Λ
′′
walsh,P,Q. The statement that Twalsh,P,Q is bounded from
Lp1 × Lp2 to Lp
′
3 is then equivalent to Λwalsh,P,Q being bounded on L
p1 × Lp2 × Lp3 if
1 ≤ p′3 < ∞. For p
′
3 < 1 this simple duality relationship breaks down, however the
interpolation arguments in [17] will allow us to reduce (6) to certain “restricted type”
estimates on Λwalsh,P,Q. As in [17] we find more convenient to work with the quantities
αi = 1/pi, i = 1, 2, 3, where pi stands for the exponent of L
pi.
Definition 3.1. A tuple α = (α1, α2, α3) is called admissible, if
−∞ < αi < 1
for all 1 ≤ i ≤ 3,
3∑
i=1
αi = 1
and there is at most one index j such that αj < 0. We call an index i good if αi ≥ 0, and
we call it bad if αi < 0. A good tuple is an admissible tuple without bad index, a bad tuple
is an admissible tuple with a bad index.
Definition 3.2. Let E, E ′ be sets of finite measure. We say that E ′ is a major subset of
E if E ′ ⊆ E and |E ′| ≥ 1
2
|E|.
Definition 3.3. If E is a set of finite measure, we denote by X(E) the space of all
functions f supported on E and such that ‖f‖∞ ≤ 1.
Definition 3.4. Let α = (α1, α2, α3) be an admissible tuple. If α is a bad tuple, let j be
its bad index; otherwise let j be arbitrary. We say that a 3-linear form Λ is of restricted
type α if for every sequence E1, E2, E3 of subsets of IR with finite measure, there exists
major subsets E ′i of Ei such that
|Λ(f1, f2, f3)| . |E|
α
for all functions fi ∈ X(E
′
i), i = 1, 2, 3, where we adopt the convention E
′
i = Ei for indices
i 6= j, and |E|α is a shorthand for
|E|α = |E1|
α1 |E2|
α2 |E3|
α3 .
Let us consider now the 2-dimensional affine hyperspace
S := {(α1, α2, α3) ∈ IR
3 |α1 + α2 + α3 = 1}.
The points A1, ..., A6 belong to S and have the following coordinates:
A1 : (−
1
2
, 1, 1
2
) A2 : (
1
2
, 1,−1
2
) A3 : (1,
1
2
,−1
2
)
A4 : (1,−
1
2
, 1
2
) A5 : (
1
2
,−1
2
, 1) A6 : (−
1
2
, 1
2
, 1).
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A1 A2
A3
A5
A6
M12
M34
M56
A4
A
Figure 1. The polytope [A1...A6]
The points M12,M34,M56 are midpoints of their corresponding segments and have the
coordinates M12 : (0, 1, 0), M34 : (1, 0, 0), M56 : (0, 0, 1).
The following “restricted type” results will be proved directly.
Theorem 3.5. For every vertex Ai, i = 1, . . . , 6 there exist admissible tuples α arbitrarily
close to Ai such that the form Λ
′
walsh,P,Q is of restricted type α uniformly in P, Q.
Theorem 3.6. For the vertices M56,M12, A2 there exist admissible tuples α arbitrarily
close to them, such that the form Λ′′walsh,P,Q is of restricted type α uniformly in P, Q.
By theorem 3.5 and the interpolation theory in [17] Section 3, we obtain
Corollary 3.7. Let α be an admissible tuple inside the hexagon [A1, ..., A6]. Then Λ
′
walsh,P,Q
is of restricted type α.
We also have
Corollary 3.8. Let α be an arbitrary tuple inside the pentagon [M56M34A3A2M12]. Then
Λ′′walsh,P,Q is of restricted type α.
Proof By using the interpolation theory in [17] and theorem 3.6, it is enough to show
that there exist admissible tuples α arbitrarily close to M34 and A3, such that the form
Λ′′walsh,P,Q is of restricted type α.
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But one can see this immediately from the identity:
Λ′′walsh,P,Q(f1, f2) = Cwalsh,P(f1) · Cwalsh,Q(f2)− Λ
′′
walsh,Q,P(f2, f1)
which can be obtained from definition 1.11, after changing the order of summation over
P and Q.
Indeed, one then just has to apply theorem 3.6 to handle the form Λ′′walsh,Q,P(f2, f1)
and theorem 1.9 to handle the product Cwalsh,P(f1) · Cwalsh,Q(f2).
Intersecting these two corollaries we obtain the analogous result for Λ and the pentagon
[M56M34A3A2M12].
Since one observes that p1, p2, p
′
3 satisfy the hypothesis of theorem 1.12 if and only if
(1/p1, 1/p2, 1/p3) ∈ [M56M34A3A2M12], it only remains to convert these restricted type
estimates into strong type estimates. To do this, one just has to apply (exactly as in [17])
the multilinear Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem [11] in the case of good tuples and
the interpolation lemma 3.11 in [17] in the case of bad tuples.
This ends the proof of theorem 1.12. Hence, it remains to prove theorem 3.5 and
theorem 3.6.
4. trees
In order to prove the desired estimates for the forms Λ′walsh,P,Q and Λ
′′
walsh,P,Q one needs
to organize our collections of quartiles P, Q into trees as in [9], [14], [15], [17].
Definition 4.1. Let P and P ′ be tiles. We write P ′ < P if IP ′ ( IP and ωP ⊆ ωP ′, and
P ′ ≤ P if P ′ < P or P ′ = P .
Note that < forms a partial order on the set of tiles. Sometime, we will use the same
partial order for bi-tiles (see Definition 9.1). The transitivity of this order shall be crucial,
especially in Lemma 7.1.
Definition 4.2. For every j = 1, 2, 3 and PT ∈ P define a j-tree with top PT to be a
collection of quartiles T ⊆ P such that
Pj ≤ PT,j
for all P ∈ T . We also say that T is a tree if it is a j-tree for some j = 1, 2, 3.
Notice that T does not necessarily have to contain its top PT .
The following geometric lemma is standard and easy to prove (see [14], [15], [17]).
Lemma 4.3. Let P, P ′ be quartiles, and i, j = 1, 2, 3 be such that i 6= j. If P ′i ≤ Pi then
P ′j ∩ Pj = ∅.
In particular, if T is an i-tree, then the tiles {Pj : P ∈ T} are pairwise disjoint.
Even more is true: if T is an i- tree, then the elements P in T are parameterized by IP
and the functions φPj behave like Haar functions in the sense that Calderon- Zygmund
theory applies. Thus an i-tree T may be called lacunary in the indices j other than i.
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5. Tile norms, part 1
In this section we start the study of the form Λ′walsh,P,Q. To do this, we shall frequently
estimate expressions of the form
|
∑
P∈P
1
|IP |1/2
a
(1)
P1
a
(2)
P2
a
(3)
P3
| (10)
or of the form
|
∑
P∈P
aP1bP2 | (11)
where P is a collection of quartiles, a
(j)
Pj
are complex numbers of the type
a
(j)
Pj
= 〈FP , φPj〉 (12)
for j = 1, 2, 3, bP2 are complex numbers of the form
bP2 = 〈Gχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉, (13)
FP are functions depending on the quartile P and G is an arbitrary function.
In the treatment of the Walsh bilinear Hilbert transform, we just have
a
(j)
Pj
= 〈fj , φPj〉 (14)
but we will have more sophisticated sequences a
(j)
Pj
when dealing with Λ′walsh,P,Q.
In order to estimate these expressions it shall be convenient to introduce some norms
on sequences of tiles (as in [18], [19]).
Definition 5.1. Let P be a finite collection of quartiles, j = 1, 2, 3, and let (aPj )P∈P be
a sequence of complex numbers as before. We define the size of this sequence by
sizej((aPj )P∈P) := sup
T⊂P
(
1
|IT |
∑
P∈T
|aPj |
2)1/2
where T ranges over all trees in P which are i-trees for some i 6= j. We also define the
energy of the sequence by
energyj((aPj )P∈P) := sup
D⊂P
(
∑
P∈D
|aPj |
2)1/2
where D ranges over all subsets of P such that the tiles {Pj : P ∈ D} are pairwise disjoint.
The size measures the extent to which the sequence aPj can concentrate on a single
tree and should be thought of as a phase-space variant of the BMO norm. The energy is
a phase-space variant of the L2 norm. As the notation suggests, the number aPj should
be thought of as being associated with the tile Pj rather than with the larger quartile P .
The usual BMO norm can be written using an L2 oscillation or an L1 oscillation, and
the two notions are equivalent thanks to the John-Nirenberg inequality. The analogous
statement for size is (see [18]):
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Lemma 5.2. Let P be a finite collection of quartiles, j = 1, 2, 3, and let (aPj)P∈P be a
sequence of complex numbers. Then
sizej((aPj)P∈P) ∼ sup
T⊂P
1
|IT |
‖(
∑
P∈T
|aPj |
2 χIP
|IP |
)1/2‖L1,∞(IT ) (15)
where T ranges over all trees in P which are i-trees for some i 6= j.
We need to define now “sizes” and “energies” for our bP2 sequences. This time, they
will no longer depend on the index “j” as before.
Definition 5.3. Let P be a finite collection of quartiles and let (bP2)P∈P be a sequence of
complex numbers of the form 13. We define the size of this sequence by
size((bP2)P∈P) := sup
T⊆P
sup
P∈T
sup
P<P ′
1
|IP ′|
∫
IP ′
|G|χ{x:N(x)∈ωP ′
1
∪ωP ′
2
} dx
where T ranges over all trees in P. We also define the energy of this sequence by
energy((bP2)P∈P) := sup
D⊆P
(
∑
P∈D
∫
IP
|G|χ{x:N(x)∈ωP1∪ωP2}) dx
where D ranges over all subsets of P such that the corresponding set of sub-bitiles {IP ×
(ωP1 ∪ ωP2) / P ∈ D} is a set of disjoint bitiles.
The following estimate is standard (see [18] for a proof) and is the main combinatorial
tool needed to obtain estimates on (10).
Proposition 5.4. Let P be a finite collection of quartiles, and for each P ∈ P and
j = 1, 2, 3 let a
(j)
Pj
be a complex number as before. Then
|
∑
P∈P
1
|IP |1/2
a
(1)
P1
a
(2)
P2
a
(3)
P3
| .
3∏
j=1
sizej((a
(j)
Pj
)P )
θjenergyj((a
(j)
Pj
)P )
1−θj (16)
for any 0 ≤ θ1, θ2, θ3 < 1 with θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 1, with the implicit constant depending on
the θj.
If we ignore endpoint issues, Proposition 5.4 says that we can estimate (10) by taking
two of the sequences in the energy norm and the third sequence in the size norm. This is
analogous to the Ho¨lder inequality which asserts that a sum
∑
i aibici can be estimated
by taking two sequences in l2 and the third in l∞.
The main combinatorial tool needed to estimate (11) is the analogue of the above
proposition for bP2 sequences:
Proposition 5.5. Let P be a finite collection of quartiles, and for each P ∈ P let aP1
and bP2 complex numbers as before. Then,
|
∑
P∈P
aP1bP2 | . size1((aP1)P )
θ1size((bP2)P )
θ2energy1((aP1)P )
1−θ1energy((bP2)P )
1−θ2
(17)
for any 0 < θ1, θ2 < 1 with θ1 + 2θ2 = 1.
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The proof of this Proposition will be presented later on. In the meantime, we will take
it for granted. Of course, in order to use Proposition 5.4 we will need some estimates on
sizes and energies. In the case when a
(j)
Pj
is given by (14), the relevant estimates are quite
straightforward:
Lemma 5.6. Let j = 1, 2, 3, fj be a function in L
2(IR), and let P be a finite collection
of quartiles. Then we have
energyj((〈fj , φPj〉)P∈P) ≤ ‖fj‖2. (18)
Proof The wave packets φPj are orthonormal whenever the Pj are disjoint. The claim
then follows immediately from Bessel’s inequality.
Lemma 5.7. Let j = 1, 2, 3, Ej be a set of finite measure, fj be a function in X(Ej),
and let P be a finite collection of quartiles. Then we have
sizej((〈fj, φPj〉)P∈P) . sup
P∈P
|Ej ∩ IP |
|IP |
. (19)
Proof This shall be a Walsh version of the proof of Lemma 7.8 in [17].
From Lemma 5.2 it suffices to show that
‖FT‖L1,∞(IT ) . |IT | sup
P∈P
|Ej ∩ IP |
|IP |
for all i 6= j and all trees T , where FT is the vector-valued function
FT := (〈fj , φPj〉
χIP
|IP |1/2
)P∈T .
It suffices to prove this estimate in the case when T contains its top PT , since in the
general case one could then decompose T into disjoint trees with this property and then
sum. In this case it thus suffices to show
‖FT‖L1,∞(IT ) . |Ej ∩ IT |.
From the definition of FT it is clear that we may restrict fj and Ej to IT , in which case
it suffices to show
‖FT‖L1,∞(IT ) . ‖fj‖1.
We shall assume that T is centered at the frequency origin in the sense that 0 is on the
boundary of wPT . (The general case can then be handled by modulating by an appropriate
Walsh “plane wave”). But then the linear operator fj 7→ FT is a (vector-valued) dyadic
Caldero´n-Zygmund operator, and the claim follows from standard theory.
Likewise, in order to use Proposition 5.5, we need again estimates on sizes and energies.
In the case of the bP2 sequences, these are also easy to obtain:
Lemma 5.8. Let f ∈ L1(IR) and P be a finite collection of quartiles. Then, one has
energy((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉)P∈P) . ‖f‖1. (20)
Proof One just has to observe that the sets {x ∈ IP/N(x) ∈ ωP1 ∪ ωP2} are pairwise
disjoint as P varies inside a D as in definition 5.3.
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Lemma 5.9. Let E be a set of finite measure and f ∈ X(E). Then,
size((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉)P∈P) . sup
P∈P
|E ∩ IP |
|IP |
. (21)
The proof follows directly from definitions.
In the next section we shall show how the above size and energy estimates can be
combined with Proposition 5.5 and the interpolation theory of the previous section to
obtain Theorem 1.9. To prove the estimates for the trilinear operator T ′walsh,P,Q we need
some more sophisticated size and energy estimates, which we will pursue after the proof
of Theorem 1.9.
6. Proof of Theorem 1.9
We now give a proof of Theorem 1.9. We present its proof here for expository purposes,
and also because we shall need Theorem 1.9 to prove the size and energy estimates needed
for Theorem 3.5.
Fix the collection P of quartiles, and let Λ denote the bilinear form
Λ(f1, f2) := 〈Cwalsh,P(f1), f2〉
=
∑
P∈P
〈f1, φP1〉〈f2χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉.
We shall use the notation of Section 3, with the obvious modification for bilinear forms
as opposed to trilinear forms.
Let us also consider E1, E2 sets of finite measure and 1 < q < 2. We are going to prove
directly that there exists a major subset E ′2 of E2 so that
|Λ(f1, f2)| . |E1|
1/q|E2|
1/q′, (22)
for every f1 ∈ X(E1), f2 ∈ X(E
′
2) and also that there exists a major subset E
′
1 of E1 so
that
|Λ(f1, f2)| . |E2|, (23)
for every f1 ∈ X(E
′
1), f2 ∈ X(E2)
4.
Then, by using the interpolation arguments in [17], it follows that the form Λ is of
restricted type α, for every α in the interior of the segment defined by the endpoints (0, 1)
and (1, 0). Finally, theorem 1.9 is implied by the classical Marcinkiewicz interpolation
theorem.
It thus remains to prove (22) and (23).
To prove (22), we may assume by scaling invariance, that |E2| = 1. Define the excep-
tional set
4This is actually equivalent to the fact that the adjoint C∗ of the linearized Carleson operator, is of
weak type (1, 1); thus, it differs at this endpoint from the Carleson operator, which is not of weak type
(1, 1), see [9].
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Ω :=
2⋃
j=1
{x/MχEj > C|Ej|},
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. By the classical Hardy-Littlewood
inequality, we have |Ω| < 1/2 if C is big enough. Thus, if we set E ′2 := E2 \Ω, then E
′
2 is
a major subset of E2. Let now f1 ∈ X(E1) and f2 ∈ X(E
′
2). We need to show that
|
∑
P∈P
aP1bP2 | . |E1|
1/q, (24)
where we denote by
aP1 := 〈f1, φP1〉
bP2 := 〈f2χ{x/N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉.
(25)
Also, we may restrict the quartile set P to those quartiles P for which IP 6⊂ Ω, since bP2
vanishes for all other quartiles. By the definition of Ω we thus have
|E1 ∩ IP |
|IP |
. |E1|
for all remaining tiles P ∈ P. From Lemma 5.7 we thus have
size1((aP1)P∈P) . |E1|.
Also, from Lemma 5.6 and the fact that f1 ∈ X(E
′
1) we have
energy1((aP1)P∈P) . |E1|
1/2.
Similarly, this time by applying lemma 5.9 and lemma 5.8, we have
size((bP2)P∈P) . 1
and
energy((bP2)P∈P) . 1.
From Proposition 5.5 we thus have
|
∑
P∈P
aP1bP2 | . |E1|
θ1 |E1|
(1−θ1)/2 = |E1|
(1+θ1)/2,
for every θ1 ∈ (0, 1). If we chose now θ1 so that (1 + θ1)/2 = 1/q, this proves (22).
To prove (23), we assume again without loss of generality that |E1| = 1, and define E
′
1
similarly. This time, we get the bounds
size1((aP1)P∈P) . 1
energy1((aP1)P∈P) . 1
size((bP2)P∈P) . |E2|
energy((bP2)P∈P) . |E2|
(26)
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and finally, by applying Proposition 5.5, we obtain
|
∑
P∈P
aP1bP2| . |E2|
θ2 |E2|
1−θ2 = |E2|
which completes the proof.
7. size and energy estimates for Λ′walsh,P,Q
We now continue the study of the form Λ′walsh,P,Q. Fix P, Q and drop any indices P
and Q for notational convenience.
In the expression Λ′walsh the Q tile in the inner summation has a narrower frequency
interval, and hence a wider spatial interval, than the P tile in the outer summation.
Thus the inner summation has a poorer spatial localization than the outer sum. It shall
be convenient to reverse the order of summation so that the inner summation is instead
more strongly localized spatially than the outer summation. Specifically, we rewrite Λ′walsh
as
Λ′walsh(f1, f2, f3, f4) =
∑
Q∈Q
1
|IQ|1/2
a
(1)
Q1
a
(2)
Q2
a
(3)
Q3
where
a
(1)
Q1
:= 〈f1, φQ1〉
a
(2)
Q2
:= 〈f2, φQ2〉
a
(3)
Q3
:=
∑
P∈P ;ωQ3⊆ωP1
〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉〈φP1, φQ3〉.
(27)
In order to estimate our form Λ′walsh, we need analogues of Lemma 5.6 and Lemma 5.7
for a
(3)
Q3
. The crucial new ingredient in doing so shall be the following simple geometric
lemma which allows us to decouple the P and Q variables.
Lemma 7.1. Let i, j = 1, 2, 3 and let D be a collection of quartiles such that the tiles
{Qj : Q ∈ D} are pairwise disjoint. Let P
′ ⊂ P denote the set
P′ := {P ∈ P : Pi ≤ Qj for some Q ∈ D}.
Then for every pair of quartiles P ∈ P, Q ∈ D such that Pi ∩Qj 6= ∅, we have
ωQj ⊆ ωPi if and only if P ∈ P
′.
Proof Let P ∈ P, Q ∈ D be such that Pi ∩Qj 6= ∅.
If ωQj ⊆ ωPi, then Pi ≤ Qj, and so P ∈ P
′. This proves the “only if” part.
Now suppose that ωQj 6⊆ ωPi, and Qj < Pi. If P ∈ P
′, then we may find Q′ ∈ D
such that Pi ≤ Q
′
j , hence Q
′
j < Qj . But this implies that Q
′
j ∩Qj 6= ∅, contradicting the
disjointness of the Qj . This proves the “if” part.
The energy estimate is given by the following lemma:
Lemma 7.2. Let E3 be a set of finite measure and f3 be a function in X(E3). Then we
have
energy3((a
(3)
Q3
)Q∈Q) . |E3|
1/2. (28)
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Proof By Definition 5.1, we need to show that
(
∑
Q∈D
|a
(3)
Q3
|2)1/2 . |E3|
1/2 (29)
for any collection D of quartiles in Q such that the tiles {Q3 : Q ∈ D} are disjoint.
Fix D, and define the set P′ by
P′ := {P ∈ P : P1 ≤ Q3 for some Q ∈ D}.
By Lemma 7.1 and (27) we may write
a
(3)
Q3
=
∑
P∈P′
〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉〈φP1, φQ3〉
for all Q ∈ D. We can also rewrite this as
a
(3)
Q3
= 〈C∗walsh,P′(f3), φQ3〉
where C∗walsh,P′ is the adjoint of the Carleson operator Cwalsh,P′. Since the φQ3 are or-
thonormal as Q varies in D, we may use Bessel’s inequality to estimate the left-hand side
of (29) by
‖C∗walsh,P′(f3)‖2.
The claim then follows from Theorem 1.9 and the assumption f3 ∈ X(E3).
The analogue of Lemma 5.7 is
Lemma 7.3. Let ǫ > 0, E3 be a set of finite measure and f3 be a function in X(E3).
Then we have
size3((a
(3)
Q3
)Q∈Q) . sup
Q∈Q
(
|E3 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)1/(1+ǫ). (30)
Proof By Lemma 5.2 it suffices to show that
1
|IT |1/(1+ǫ)
‖(
∑
Q∈T
|a
(3)
Q3
|2
χIQ
|IQ|
)1/2‖L1+ǫ(IT ) . sup
Q∈Q
(
|E3 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)1/(1+ǫ)
for some i 6= 3 and some i-tree T . One may also reduce the above inequality to:
‖(
∑
Q∈T
|a
(3)
Q3
|2
χIQ
|IQ|
)1/2‖L1+ǫ(IT ) . |E3 ∩ IT |
1/(1+ǫ). (31)
From (27) we see that the only quartiles P ∈ P which matter are those such that IP ⊆ IT .
Thus we may restrict f3, E3, to IT .
Fix i, T , and define the set P′ by
P′ := {P ∈ P : P1 ≤ Q3 for some Q ∈ T}.
By Lemma 7.1 and (27) as before we have
a
(3)
Q3
= 〈C∗walsh,P′(f3), φQ3〉
for all Q ∈ T . By the dyadic Littlewood-Paley estimate for the tree T we may thus reduce
(31) to
‖C∗walsh,P′(f3)‖L1+ǫ(IT ) . |E3|
1/(1+ǫ).
But this follows from Theorem 1.9 and the assumption f3 ∈ X(E3).
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8. proof of theorem 3.5
We can now present the proof of Theorem 3.5. Fix the collections P and Q of quartiles.
We first show that Λ′walsh,P,Q is of restricted weak type α for all admissible 3-tuples
(α1, α2, α3) arbitrarily close to A2, A3, so that the bad index is 3.
Fix α as above and let E1, E2, E3 be sets of finite measure.
By scaling invariance we may assume that |E3| = 1. We need to find a major subset
E ′3 of E3 such that
|Λ′walsh,P,Q(f1, f2, f3)| . |E|
α
for all functions fi ∈ X(E
′
i), i = 1, 2, 3.
Define the exceptional set Ω by
Ω :=
3⋃
j=1
{MχEj > C|Ej|}
where M is the dyadic Hardy-Littlewood maximal function. By the classical Hardy-
Littlewood inequality, we have |Ω| < 1/2 if C is a sufficiently large constant. Thus if we
set E ′3 := E3 \ Ω, then E
′
3 is a major subset of E3.
Let than fi ∈ X(E
′
i) for i = 1, 2, 3. We need to show
|
∑
Q∈Q
1
|IQ|1/2
a
(1)
Q1
a
(2)
Q2
a
(3)
Q3
| . |E|α
where a
(j)
Qj
is defined by (27).
We may restrict the quartile set Q to those quartiles Q for which IQ 6⊂ Ω, since a
(3)
Qj
vanishes for all other quartiles. By the definition of Ω we thus have
|Ej ∩ IQ|
|IP |
. |Ej|
for all remaining tiles Q ∈ Q and j = 1, 2, 3. From Lemma 5.7 we thus have
sizej((a
(j)
Qj
)Q∈Q) . |Ej|
for j = 1, 2. On the other hand, by Lemma 7.3 one has
size3((a
(3)
Q3
)Q∈Q) . 1
since |E3| = 1. Also, from Lemma 5.6, Lemma 7.2 and the fact that fj ∈ X(E
′
j) we have
energyj((a
(j)
Qj
)Q∈Q) . |Ej|
1/2,
for j = 1, 2, 3. From Proposition 5.4 we thus have
|
∑
Q∈Q
1
|IQ|1/2
a
(1)
Q1
a
(2)
Q2
a
(3)
Q3
| .
2∏
j=1
|Ej|
(1−θj)/2|Ej |
θj
for any 0 ≤ θ1, θ2 < 1 such that there exists 0 ≤ θ3 < 1 with θ1 + θ2 + θ3 = 1. The claim
then follows by choosing θ1 := 2α1 − 1, θ2 := 2α2 − 1 ; note that there exist choices of α
arbitrarily close to A2 or A3, for which the constraints on θ1, θ2, θ3 are satisfied.
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To prove the restricted type estimates for α arbitrarily close to A4, A5, A6, A1, one
argues in the same way, by taking advantage of the fact that ǫ in Lemma 7.3 can be
arbitrarily small.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.5.
9. Tile norms, part 2
In this section we begin the study of Λ′′walsh,P,Q. As before, fix P,Q and drop any
indices P and Q for notational convenience. Also, as in the previous sections, it is more
convenient to rewrite Λ′′walsh as
Λ′′walsh(f1, f2, f3) =
∑
Q∈Q
〈f2, φQ1〉
〈
φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2},
∑
P∈P;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}f3
〉
. (32)
Unfortunately, this form Λ′′walsh is not as symmetric as Λ
′
walsh and to deal with it will
require some notational adjustments. First, for j = 1, 2, 3 and F arbitrary, we will write
for simplicity
sizej,P(F ) := sizej(〈F, φPj〉P )
or sometimes
sizej,Q(F ) := sizej(〈F, φQj〉Q),
depending which family of functions between (φPj)P and (φQj)Q is the relevant one. In
the same way we will write energyj,P(F ) for energyj(〈F, φPj〉P ) and energyj,Q(F ) for
energyj(〈F, φQj〉Q).
Similarly, for an arbitrary G we will use the notation
sizeP(G) := size(〈Gχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉P )
or sometimes
sizeQ(G) := size(〈Gχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉Q)
and also energyP(G) for energy(〈Gχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉P ). For simplicity, we will usually
omit the dependence on P and Q when this will be clear from the context.
We need two more definitions of “sizes” and “energies” in order to handle the form
Λ′′walsh. In fact, these definitions have been inspired by the right hand side term in (32).
Definition 9.1. Let P and Q be two finite collections of quartiles and let f1 and f3 be
two arbitrary functions. We define the size′ of the pair (f1, f3) by
size′(f1, f3) = size
′
Q,P(f1, f3) := (33)
sup
T⊆Q
sup
Q∈T
sup
Q′:Q12<Q′12
1
|IQ′|
∫
IQ′
|Ccwalsh,Q′,P(f1)f3|χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ′
1
∪ωQ′
2
} dx
5
where
Ccwalsh,Q′,P(f1) :=
∑
P∈P;ωQ′1
⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2} (34)
5This is like a phase plane version of ‖C(f1)f3‖∞.
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and T ranges over all trees in Q. We also define the energy′ of the pair (f1, f3) by
energy′(f1, f3) = energy
′
Q,P(f1, f3) := (35)
sup
D⊆Q
(∑
Q∈D
∫
IQ
|Ccwalsh,Q,P(f1)f3|χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ1∪ωQ2} dx
)
6
where D ranges over all subsets of Q such that the corresponding set of sub-bitiles Q12 is
a set of disjoint bitiles.
Definition 9.2. Let P and Q be two finite collections of quartiles and let f3 and f1 be
two arbitrary functions. We define the size′′1 of the pair (f3, f1) by
size′′1(f3, f1) = size
′′
1,Q,P(f3, f1) := (36)
sup
T⊆Q
1
|IT |
‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f3, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜ ;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1‖1
where T ranges over all i-trees in Q, i 6= 1 and T˜ is the set of all P ∈ P for which there
exist Q′ and Q′′ in T so that Q′2 ≤ P2 ≤ Q
′′
2. We also define the energy
′′
1 of the pair
(f3, f1) by
energy′′1(f3, f1) = energy
′′
1,Q,P(f3, f1) := (37)
sup
D⊆Q
∑
T∈D
‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f3, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜ ;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1‖
2
2
1/2
where D ranges over all subsets of Q which are unions of i-trees i 6= 1 so that for every
T, T ′ ∈ D, T and T ′ are disjoint and also T˜ and T˜ ′ are disjoint.
The following estimate is the main combinatorial tool needed to estimate our form
Λ′′walsh (32).
Proposition 9.3. Let P and Q be finite collections of quartiles and f1, f2, f3 be three
arbitrary functions so that ‖fj‖∞ . 1 for j = 1, 2, 3. Then,
|Λ′′walsh(f1, f2, f3)| . size1(f2)
α1size′(f1, f3)
α2energy1(f2)
1−α1energy′(f1, f3)
1−α2
+min(E1(f1, f2, f3, (βj)j), E2(f1, f2, f3, (γj)j))
where
E1(f1, f2, f3, (βj)j) = size
′′
1(f2, f1)
β1size(f3)
β2energy′′1(f2, f1)
1−β1energy(f3)
1−β2
and
E2(f1, f2, f3, (γj)j) = size1(f2)
γ1size(f3)
γ3energy1(f2)
1−γ1energy1(f1)
1−γ2energy(f3)
1−γ3 ,
for any αj , βj, γj ∈ (0, 1) so that α1 + 2α2 = 1, β1 + 2β2 = 1 and γ1 + γ2 + 2γ3 = 2.
As before, for the moment we take this Proposition for granted. To use it, one needs
more size and energy estimates which we will present in the next section.
6This is like a phase plane version of ‖C(f1)f3‖1.
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10. Size and energy estimates for Λ′′walsh,P,Q
The first lemma will be useful for proving Theorem 3.6 near the vertices M56, M12:
Lemma 10.1. Let Ej be sets of finite measure and fj be functions in X(Ej) for j = 1, 3.
Then we have
energy′(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ|E3|
θ (38)
for any 0 < θ < 1, with the implicit constant depending on θ.
Proof By Definition 9.1, we need to show that∑
Q∈D
∫
IQ
|Ccwalsh,Q,P(f1)f3|χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ1∪ωQ2} dx . |E1|
1−θ|E3|
θ (39)
for any collection D of quartiles as in Definition 9.1.
Fix D, and define the set P′ by
P′ := {P ∈ P : P2 ≤ Q1 for some Q ∈ D}.
Since the sets {x ∈ IQ/N(x) ∈ ωQ1 ∪ ωQ2} are pairwise disjoint as Q varies inside D, and
by using Lemma 7.1, one can majorize the left hand side of (39) by
‖Cwalsh,P′(f1)f3‖1.
The claim then follows from Ho¨lder inequalities, Theorem 1.9 and the assumptions f1 ∈
X(E1), f3 ∈ X(E3).
To prove Theorem 3.6 near A2 we will use the following variant:
Lemma 10.2. Let Ej be sets of finite measure and fj be functions in X(Ej) for j = 1, 3.
Then we have
energy′(f1, f3) . (|E1| sup
P∈P
|E3 ∩ IP |
|IP |
)θ|E3|
1−θ(sup
P∈P
|E1 ∩ IP |
|IP |
)1−2θ (40)
for any 0 < θ < 1/2, with the implicit constant depending on θ.
Proof By repeating the proof of Lemma 10.1, we reduce to showing that
‖Cwalsh,P′(f1)f3‖1 . (|E1| sup
P∈P
|E3 ∩ IP |
|IP |
)θ|E3|
1−θ(sup
P∈P
|E1 ∩ IP |
|IP |
)1−2θ
where P′ is an arbitrary subset of P. By duality we may write the left-hand side as
|
∑
P∈P′
〈f1, φP1〉〈f3Fχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉|
for some L∞-normalized function F . By Proposition 5.5 we may estimate this by
size1((〈f1, φP1〉)P∈P′))
θ1
size2((〈f3Fχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉)P∈P′))
θ2
energy1((〈f1, φP1〉)P∈P′)
1−θ1
(energy2((〈f3Fχ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}, φP1〉)P∈P′)
1−θ2
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whenever 0 < θ1, θ2 < 1 and θ1 + 2θ2 = 1. The claim then follows from Lemma 5.7,
Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.8.
We also need size′ bounds.
Lemma 10.3. Let Ej be sets of finite measure and fj be functions in X(Ej) for j = 1, 3.
Then we have
size′(f1, f3) . sup
Q∈Q
(
|E1 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)1−θ(
|E3 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)θ (41)
for any 0 < θ < 1, with the implicit constant depending on θ.
Proof By Definition 9.1 we need to show that for any Q′ ∈ Q one has
1
|IQ′|
∫
IQ′
|Ccwalsh,Q′,P(f1)f3|χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ′
1
∪ωQ′
2
} dx . sup
Q∈Q
(
|E1 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)1−θ(
|E3 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)θ.
(42)
Fix Q′ ∈ Q and define as before the set P′ by
P′ = {P ∈ P : P2 ≤ Q
′
1}.
Arguing as in the proofs of Lemmas 10.1, 7.3 one can reduce (42) to proving
‖Cwalsh,P′(f1)f3‖1 . |E1|
1−θ|E3|
θ.
Then again the claim follows from Ho¨lder, Theorem 1.9 and the assumption fj ∈ X(Ej).
Finally, we will prove size′′1 and energy
′′
1 bounds.
Lemma 10.4. Let Ej be sets of finite measure and fj be functions in X(Ej) for j = 1, 2.
Then we have
size′′1(f2, f1) . sup
Q∈Q
(
|E2 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)1−θ(
|E1 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)θ (43)
for any 0 < θ < 1, with the implicit constant depending on θ.
Proof Let T be an i tree in Q, i 6= 1. We need to show that
1
|IT |
‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜ ;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1‖1 . sup
Q∈Q
(
|E2 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)1−θ(
|E1 ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
)θ.
(44)
The left hand side of (44) can be written as
1
|IT |
‖ΠT (
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1,
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1)‖1
where ΠT is the Walsh paraproduct associated to T (for more details about the classical
theory of paraproducts see [23], or [1] for their Walsh analogues used in this paper). Since
ΠT maps L
p × Lq → L1 as long as 1 < p, q < ∞, 1/p + 1/q = 1 (see [23], [1]), the claim
follows by using the fact that fj ∈ X(Ej) for j = 1, 2.
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Lemma 10.5. Let Ej be sets of finite measure and fj be functions in X(Ej) for j = 1, 2.
Then we have
energy′′1(f2, f1) . sup
Q∈Q
|E2|
(1−θ)/2|E1|
θ/2 (45)
for any 0 < θ < 1, with the implicit constant depending on θ.
Proof Let D ⊆ Q be a set as in Definition 9.2. Using the notation in the proof of the
previous lemma, we can write
energy′′1(f2, f1)
2 .
∑
T∈D
‖ΠT (
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1,
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1)‖
2
2. (46)
On the other hand, the right hand side term in (46) can be estimated either by∑
T∈D
‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1‖
2
2‖
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1‖
2
BMO
or by ∑
T∈D
‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1‖
2
BMO‖
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1)‖
2
2
by using the well known estimates on paraproducts (see [23]). We also observe that the
maps f2 →
∑
Q∈T 〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1 and f1 →
∑
P∈T˜ 〈f1, φP1〉φP1 are both discrete versions of
the Hilbert transform and therefore, they are bounded from L∞ into BMO.
Consequently, we obtain two bounds for energy′′1(f2, f1), namely
energy′′1(f2, f1)
2 . |E2|, |E1|,
by taking into account the fact that fj ∈ X(Ej) and by Bessel’s inequality. The proof
ends by interpolating between the above two estimates.
11. Proof of Theorem 3.6 for the vertex M56
Let α = (α1, α2, α3) be a good admissible tuple in the interior of the segment (M56,M34),
very close to M56 (in particular, α2 = 0, α1 + α3 = 1 and α1 is small).
Let us also fix E1, E2, E3 arbitrary sets of finite measure and assume without loss of
generality that |E2| = 1.
As before, we define
Ω :=
3⋃
j=1
{MχEj > C|Ej|}
for a large constant C, and set E ′2 := E2 \ Ω. We now fix fi ∈ X(E
′
i) for i = 1, 2, 3. Our
task is then to show
|Λ′′walsh(f1, f2, f3)|| . |E|
α. (47)
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As before, we may restrict the collection Q to those quartiles Q for which IQ 6⊂ Ω, since
our sum vanishes for all other quartiles. 7 This implies that
|Ej ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
. |Ej|
for all remaining tiles Q ∈ Q and j = 1, 2, 3. From these inequalities and from Lemma
5.7, Lemma 5.6, Lemma 10.3 and Lemma 10.1 we thus have
size1(f2) . 1
energy1(f2) . 1
size′(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ|E3|
θ
energy′(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ|E3|
θ
for some 0 < θ < 1 which we will choose later.
On the other hand, from the same inequalities and by using Lemma 5.9, Lemma 5.8,
Lemma 10.4 and Lemma 10.5 we have
size(f3) . 1
energy(f3) . |E3|
size′′(f2, f1) . |E2|
1−θ′|E1|
θ′ = |E1|
θ′
energy′′(f2, f1) . |E2|
(1−θ′)/2|E1|
θ′/2 = |E1|
θ′/2
where again θ′ ∈ (0, 1) will be chosen later.
By Proposition 9.3 we thus can bound the left-hand side of (47) by
|E1|
1−θ|E3|
θ + |E1|
(β1/2+1/2)θ′ |E3|
1−β2
where β1, β2 ∈ (0, 1) are so that β1 + 2β2 = 1. Then, one defines 1 − β2 = θ = α3 and
choses θ′ such that (β1/2+1/2)θ
′+1−β2 = 1. Note that all the constraints on θ, θ
′, β1, β2
are satisfied. After that, we obtain the majorant
|E1|
α1 |E3|
α3
and this finishes the proof.
12. Proof of Theorem 3.6 for the vertex M12
Let α = (α1, α2, α3) be a good admissible tuple, very close to M12.
Let us also fix E1, E2, E3 arbitrary sets of finite measure and assume without loss of
generality that |E3| = 1.
As usual, we define
Ω :=
3⋃
j=1
{MχEj > C|Ej|}
for a large constant C, and set E ′3 := E3 \ Ω. We now fix fi ∈ X(E
′
i) for i = 1, 2, 3. Our
task is then to show
7Note however that we cannot restrict P this way, as IP ⊂ IQ and IP ⊂ Ω does not imply IQ ⊂ Ω.
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|Λ′′walsh(f1, f2, f3)|| . |E|
α. (48)
We may also restrict the collection P to those quartiles P for which IP 6⊂ Ω, since our
sum vanishes for all other quartiles. Since a pair of tiles (P,Q) gives a nonzero term in
our sum iff IP ⊆ IQ, we may also restrict Q to those quartiles Q for which IQ 6⊂ Ω. As
before, this implies that
|Ej ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
. |Ej|
for all remaining tiles Q ∈ Q and j = 1, 2, 3. From these inequalities and from Lemma
5.7, Lemma 5.6, Lemma 10.3 and Lemma 10.1 we thus have
size1(f2) . |E2|
energy1(f2) . |E2|
1/2
size′(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ
energy′(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ
for some 0 < θ < 1 which we will choose later.
On the other hand, from the same inequalities and by using Lemma 5.9, Lemma 5.8,
Lemma 10.4 and Lemma 10.5 we have
size(f3) . 1
energy(f3) . 1
size′′(f2, f1) . |E2|
1−θ′|E1|
θ′ = |E1|
θ′
energy′′(f2, f1) . |E2|
(1−θ′)/2|E1|
θ′/2 = |E1|
θ′/2
where again θ′ ∈ (0, 1) will be chosen later.
By applying Proposition 9.3 we thus can bound the left-hand side of (48) by
|E2|
δ/2+1/2|E1|
1−θ + |E2|
(1−θ′)β1+(1−θ′)(1−β1)/2|E1|
θ′β1+θ′(1−β1)/2
where β1, β2 ∈ (0, 1) are so that β1 + 2β2 = 1 and δ ∈ (0, 1) and the claim follows by
setting δ/2+1/2 = (1−θ′)β1+(1−θ
′)(1−β1)/2 = α2 and 1−θ = θ
′β1+θ
′(1−β1)/2 = α1.
The reader may verify that the constraints on θ, θ′, δ, β1, β2 can be obeyed for α arbitrarily
close to M12.
13. Proof of Theorem 3.6 for the vertex A2
Let α = (α1, α2, α3) be an admissible tuple very close to the point A2 (in particular,
the bad index is 3).
Let us also fix E1, E2, E3 arbitrary sets of finite measure and assume once again without
loss of generality that |E3| = 1.
As before, we define
Ω :=
3⋃
j=1
{MχEj > C|Ej|}
for a large constant C, and set E ′3 := E3 \ Ω. We now fix fi ∈ X(E
′
i) for i = 1, 2, 3. Our
task is then to show
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|Λ′′walsh(f1, f2, f3)| . |E|
α. (49)
As before, we may restrict our collections P and Q to those quartiles P and Q for
which IP 6⊂ Ω and IQ 6⊂ Ω, since the corresponding terms in our sum vanish for all other
quartiles. This implies in particular that
|Ej ∩ IP |
|IP |
. |Ej |
for all remaining tiles P ∈ P and j = 1, 2, 3 and similarly
|Ej ∩ IQ|
|IQ|
. |Ej|
for all remaining tiles Q ∈ Q and j = 1, 2, 3. From these inequalities and form Lemma
5.7, Lemma 5.6, Lemma 10.3 and Lemma 10.2 we have
size1(f2) . |E2|
energy1(f2) . |E2|
1/2
size2(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ
energy2(f1, f3) . |E1|
1−θ
for some 0 < θ < 1/2 which we will choose later (we also used the fact that |E3| = 1).
On the other hand, by using again the above inequalities and also Lemma 5.7, Lemma
5.6, Lemma 5.9 and Lemma 5.8 we have
size1(f2) . |E2|
energy1(f2) . |E2|
1/2
energy1(f1) . |E1|
1/2
size(f3) . 1
energy(f3) . 1.
By Proposition 9.3 we can thus bound the left-hand side of (49) by
|E1|
1−θ|E2|
δ/2+1/2 + |E1|
1/2−γ2/2|E2|
1/2+γ1/2, (50)
where 0 < γ1, γ2 < 1. Now our claim follows by setting 1 − θ = 1/2 − γ2/2 = α1 and
δ/2+1/2 = 1/2+γ1/2 = α2. The reader may check again that the constraints on θ, γ1, γ2
are satisfied for α arbitrarily close to A2. This ends the proof.
14. Combinatorial Lemmas
In order to prove Propositions 5.5 and 9.3, we first need to prove certain combinatorial
lemmas.
Fix the collections P and Q.
We begin by considering the contribution of a single tree:
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Lemma 14.1 (Tree estimate). Let T be a tree in Q, and f1, f2, f3 be three functions as
before.
If T is a 1-tree then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉
〈
φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2},
∑
P∈P;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}f3
〉∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (51)
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )size
′
T,P(f1, f3)|IT |.
If T is a 2-tree then∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉
〈
φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2},
∑
P∈T˜ ;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}f3
〉∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (52)
. size′′T,P(f2, f1)size((〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈T )|IT |
and also∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉
〈
φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2},
∑
P∈T˜ c;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈f1, φP1〉φP1χ{x:N(x)∈ωP2}f3
〉∣∣∣∣∣∣ . (53)
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )size
′
T,P(f1, f3)|IT |
where T˜ c is the set of all quartiles P ∈ P so that P2 ≤ QT,2 but P does not belong to T˜
(T˜ was defined in Definition 9.2).
Proof Let J be the collection of all maximal dyadic intervals J so that 3J does not
contain any IQ for Q ∈ T . We observe that J is a partition of the real line IR.
Case 1: T is a 1-tree
In this situation, one can estimate the left hand side of (51) by∥∥∥∥∥∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3
∥∥∥∥∥
1
≤
∑
J∈J
∥∥∥∥∥∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3
∥∥∥∥∥
L1(J)
.
By using the fact that T is a 1-tree and from Lemma 7.1 one can see that the last sum is
actually equal to
∑
J∈J
∥∥∥∥∥∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}Cwalsh,P(f1)f3
∥∥∥∥∥
L1(J)
=
∑
J∈J
∑
Q∈T
∫
{x∈J∩IQ/N(x)∈ωQ2}
|〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1||Cwalsh,P(f1)f3| dx.
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But this can be majorized by
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )
∑
J∈J
∑
Q∈T
∫
{x∈J∩IQ/N(x)∈ωQ2}
|Cwalsh,P(f1)f3| dx. (54)
Let us also observe that the J intervals which are relevant for our summation, are those
for which J ⊆ 3IT , otherwise the corresponding terms in (54) are zero.
In order to continue our estimates, we need to make certain geometric observations
about the sets {x ∈ J ∩ IQ/N(x) ∈ ωQ2}.
Fix J ∈ J so that J ⊆ 3IT and pick a dyadic interval J
′ so that |J ′| = 2|J | and
J ⊆ J ′. By the maximality of J , 3J ′ contains an interval IQ for some Q ∈ T . We
then chose Q′(= Q′(J)) with |IQ′| = |J
′| and Q1 ≤ Q
′
1 ≤ QT and observe that for any
Q ∈ T {x ∈ J ∩ IQ/N(x) ∈ ωQ2} ⊆ {x ∈ IQ′(J)/N(x) ∈ ωQ′(J)2}. Moreover, if Q
and Q′ are in T and have different scales then the sets {x ∈ J ∩ IQ/N(x) ∈ ωQ2} and
{x ∈ J ∩ IQ′/N(x) ∈ ωQ′2} are disjoint. In particular, this implies that (54) can be
majorized by
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )
∑
J∈J
∫
{x∈IQ′(J)/N(x)∈ωQ′(J)2
}
|Cwalsh,P(f1)f3| dx =
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )
∑
J∈J
∫
IQ′(J)
|Ccwalsh,Q′(J),P(f1)f3χ{x∈IQ′(J)/N(x)∈ωQ′(J)2}| dx
by using again Lemma 7.1. In the end we just observe that this is smaller than
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )size
′
T,P(f1, f3)
∑
J
|IQ′(J)| .
size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )size
′
T,P(f1, f3)
∑
J
|J | . size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )size
′
T,P(f1, f3)|IT |
which is exactly (51).
Case 2: T is a 2-tree
As before, we can majorize the sum of the left hand sides of (52) and (53) by
∑
J
∥∥∥∥∥∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜
(f1)f3
∥∥∥∥∥
L1(J)
+
∑
J
∥∥∥∥∥∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜ c
(f1)f3
∥∥∥∥∥
L1(J)
= I + II. (55)
To estimate the first term, we observe that since all the P ′s are in T˜ , one can majorize
the function ∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜
(f1)
when restricted to a certain J ∈ J pointwise by
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C sup
J⊆I
1
|I|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1 dx
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
Using this estimate and the geometric observations discussed earlier, one can majorize
term I in (55) by
∑
J
size((〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈T )|J | sup
J⊆I
1
|I|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1 dx
∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
size((〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈T )
∥∥∥∥∥∥M(ΠT (
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1,
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1))
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1
.
size((〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈T )
∥∥∥∥∥∥ΠT (
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1,
∑
P∈T˜
〈f1, φP1〉φP1)
∥∥∥∥∥∥
H1
.
size′′T,P(f2, f1)size((〈f3χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈T )|IT |,
where M(f) is the maximal operator defined by
M(f)(x) := sup
x∈I
1
|I|
∣∣∣∣∫
I
f(y) dy
∣∣∣∣ .
(We used in the above the maximal function characterization of the Hardy space H1 (see
[23]) and also the fact that T is a 2-tree).
To estimate the term II in (55), we first observe by using Lemma 7.1 that
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜ c
(f1) =
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}Cwalsh,T˜ c(f1).
Then we also remark that the function∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}
when restricted to an interval J ∈ J is pointwise smaller than
sup
J⊆I
1
|I|
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
I
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1 dx
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Using these two facts one can argue as before and estimate the term II by
size′T,P(f1, f3)
∥∥∥∥∥M(∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1)
∥∥∥∥∥
L1(3IT )
.
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size′T,P(f1, f3)|IT |
1/2
∥∥∥∥∥∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1)
∥∥∥∥∥
2
. size1((〈f2, φQ1〉)Q∈T )size
′
T,P(f1, f3)|IT |.
The proof is now complete.
To extend this summation over T to a summation over P we would like to partition P
into trees T for which one has control over
∑
T |IT |. This will be accomplished by several
decomposition lemmas. The first one is well known (see [18] for instance, for a proof).
Proposition 14.2. Let j = 1, 2, 3, P′ be a subset of P, n ∈ Z, f be a function and
suppose that
sizej((〈f, φPj〉)P∈P′) ≤ 2
−nenergyj((〈f, φPj〉)P∈P).
Then we may decompose P′ = P′′ ∪P′′′ such that
sizej((〈f, φPj〉)P∈P′′) ≤ 2
−n−1energyj((〈f, φPj〉)P∈P) (56)
and that P′′′ can be written as the disjoint union of trees T such that∑
T∈T
|IT | . 2
2n. (57)
By iterating this proposition one obtains (see again [18])
Corollary 14.3. There exists a partition
P =
⋃
n∈Z
Pn
where for each n ∈ Z and j = 1, 2, 3 we have
sizej((〈f, φPj〉)P∈Pn) ≤ min
(
2−nenergyj((〈f, φPj〉)P∈P), sizej((〈f, φPj〉)P∈P)
)
.
Also, we may cover Pn by a collection Tn of trees such that∑
T∈Tn
|IT | . 2
2n.
The next lemma together with its corrolary are also known (see [16]).
Proposition 14.4. Let Q′ be a subset of Q, n ∈ Z, f be a function and suppose that
size((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Q′) ≤ 2
−nenergy((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Q).
Then we may decompose Q′ = Q′′ ∪Q′′′ such that
size((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Q′′) ≤ 2
−n−1energy((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Q)
(58)
and that Q′′′ can be written as the disjoint union of trees T such that∑
T∈T
|IT | . 2
n. (59)
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Corollary 14.5. There exists a partition
Q =
⋃
n∈Z
Qn
where for each n ∈ Z we have
size((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Qn) ≤
min
(
2−nenergy((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Q), size((〈fχ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}, φQ1〉)Q∈Q)
)
.
Also, we may cover Qn by a collection Tn of trees such that∑
T∈Tn
|IT | . 2
n.
We also need
Proposition 14.6. Let Q′ be a subset of Q, n ∈ Z, f, g be two functions and suppose
that
size′Q′,P(f, g) ≤ 2
−nenergy′Q,P(f, g).
Then we may decompose Q′ = Q′′ ∪Q′′′ such that
size′Q′′,P(f, g) ≤ 2
−n−1energy′Q,P(f, g) (60)
and that Q′′′ can be written as the disjoint union of trees T such that∑
T∈T
|IT | . 2
n. (61)
Proof First, let us denote by Q′heavy the set of all quartiles Q ∈ Q
′ so that
size′{Q},P(f, g) > 2
−n−1energy′Q,P(f, g).
Clearly, by Definition 9.1, for every such a quartile Q there exists a quartile Q′(Q) ∈ Q
with Q12 < Q
′(Q)12 and so that
1
|IQ′(Q)|
∫
IQ′(Q)
|Ccwalsh,Q′(Q),P(F )G|χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ′(Q)1∪ωQ′(Q)2} dx > 2
−n−1energy′Q,P(f, g).
Let then denote by D the set of all such quartiles Q′(Q) so that Q′(Q)12 are maximal
with respect to the partial order “<” previously defined. Because of this maximality, the
set D is a set of quartiles Q so that the corresponding set of sub-bitiles Q12 is a set of
disjoint bitiles. Then we define the set T to be the collection of all trees in Q′ with top in
D, Q′′′ to be union of all tiles in T and Q′′ := Q′ \Q′′′. Then (60) follows by construction
while (61) follows from the inequalities
∑
T∈T
|IT | . 2
nenergy′Q,P(f, g)
−1
∑
Q′(Q)∈D
∫
IQ′(Q)
|Ccwalsh,Q′(Q),P(F )G|χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ′(Q)1∪ωQ′(Q)2} dx
. 2n.
This completes the proof.
By iterating this proposition one obtains
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Corollary 14.7. There exists a partition
Q =
⋃
n∈Z
Qn
where for each n ∈ Z we have
size′Qn,P(f, g) ≤ min(2
−nenergy′Q,P(f, g), size
′
Q,P(f, g)).
Also, we may cover Qn by a collection Tn of trees such that∑
T∈Tn
|IT | . 2
n.
Finally, we need
Proposition 14.8. Let Q′ be a subset of Q, n ∈ Z, f, g be two functions and suppose
that
size′′Q′,P(f, g) ≤ 2
−nenergy′′Q,P(f, g).
Then we may decompose Q′ = Q′′ ∪Q′′′ such that
size′′Q′′,P(f, g) ≤ 2
−n−1energy′′Q,P(f, g) (62)
and that Q′′′ can be written as the disjoint union of trees T such that∑
T∈T
|IT | . 2
2n. (63)
Proof The idea is to initialize Q′′ to equal Q′, and remove trees from Q′′ one by one
(placing them into Q′′′) until (62) is satisfied.
Since Q has finite cardinality, this procedure will terminate after a finite number of
steps.
We assume by pigeonholing that we only have quartiles Q such that the lengths of IQ
are all even (or all odd) powers of 2.
We describe the tree selection algorithm. We shall need four collections T′i,T
′′
i of trees,
where i 6= 1; we initialize all four collections to be empty.
Suppose that we can find an i 6= 1 and a quartile Q0 ∈ Q′′ such that if we denote by
T = {Q ∈ Q′′ : Qi < Q
0
i }, one has
‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜ ;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈g, φP1〉φP1‖1 ≥ 2
−n−3/2energy′′Q,P(f, g)|IQ0|. (64)
We may assume that Q0i is maximal with respect to this property and the tile partial order
<. Having assumed this maximality, we may then assume that ξQ0 is minimal, where ξQ0
is the center of ωQ0.
We then place the i-tree
{Q ∈ Q′′ : Qi < Q
0
i }
with top Q0 into the collection T′i, and then remove all the quartiles in this tree from Q
′′.
We then place the 1-tree
{Q ∈ Q′′ : Q1 < Q
0
1}
with top Q0 into the collection T′′i , and then remove all the quartiles in this tree from Q
′′.
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We then repeat this procedure until there are no further quartiles Q0 ∈ Q′′ which obey
(64).
After completing this algorithm, none of the tiles Q0 in Q′′ will obey (64), so that (62)
holds for all i-trees in Q′′. (If the tree does not contain its top, we can break it up as the
disjoint union of trees which do). We then set T :=
⋃
i 6=1T
′
i ∪T
′′
i and Q
′ :=
⋃
T∈T T .
It remains to prove (63). Since the trees in T′′i have the same tops as those in T
′
i it
suffices to prove the estimate for T′i. Fix i > 1. The key geometric observation is that
the tiles
{Q1 : Q ∈ T for some T ∈ T
′
i}
are all pairwise disjoint. Indeed, suppose that there existed Q ∈ T ∈ T ′i and Q
′ ∈ T ′ ∈ T ′i
such that Q1 6= Q
′
1 and Q1 ∩Q
′
1 6= ∅. Without loss of generality we may assume that
IQ ) IQ′ (65)
so that
ωQ1 ( ωQ′1.
From the nesting of dyadic intervals, and from the assumption that two different scales
differ at leats by a factor of 4, this implies that
ωQi ( ωQ′1.
Since T′i consists entirely of i-trees, we have ωQT,i ⊂ ωQi, thus
ωQT,i ( ωQ′1. (66)
On the other hand, since T ′ is an i-tree, we have
ωQT ′,i ⊆ ωQ′i.
Using our selection algorithm, we thus see that ωQT,i and ωQT ′,i are disjoint and that
ξQT,i < ξQT ′,i.
Since we chose our trees T in T′i so that ξQT,i was minimized, this implies that T was
selected earlier than T ′. On the other hand, from (66) and the nesting of dyadic intervals
we have
ωQT,1 ( ωQ′1
which implies from (65) that
Q′1 < QT,1.
Thus Q′ would have been selected for a tree in T′′i at the same time that T was selected
for T′i. But this contradicts the fact that Q
′ is part of T ′, and therefore selected at a later
time for T′i. This establishes the pairwise disjointness of the Q1.
Similarly, one can also prove that the tiles
{P1 : P ∈ T˜ for some T ∈ T
′
i}
are all pairwise disjoint.
By using (64), we deduce that for any T ∈ T′i one has
|IT | . 2
2n(energy′′Q,P(f, g))
−2‖
∑
Q∈T
〈f, φQ1〉φQ1
∑
P∈T˜ ;ωQ1⊆ωP2
〈g, φP1〉φP1‖
2
2.
From this and the disjointness of T ’s and T˜ ’s, it follows that
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∑
T∈T′i
|IT | . 2
2n
as wanted.
Once again, by iterating the above proposition we obtain
Corollary 14.9. There exists a partition
Q =
⋃
n∈Z
Qn
where for each n ∈ Z we have
size′′Qn,P(f, g) ≤ min(2
−nenergy′′Q,P(f, g), size
′′
Q,P(f, g)).
Also, we may cover Qn by a collection Tn of trees such that∑
T∈Tn
|IT | . 2
2n.
15. Proof of Propositions 5.5 and 9.3
It remains to prove Propositions 5.5 and 9.3. Since Proposition 5.5 is easier, we shall
only present the proof of Proposition 9.3. In the end, we will briefly explain how one can
also prove Proposition 5.5 by using some of the same ideas.
Fix P,Q, f1, f2, f3 and αj , βj, γj ∈ (0, 1) as in the hypothesis of Proposition 9.3. By
applying Lemma 14.2 to f2, one obtains a partition
Q =
⋃
k∈Z
Q2k
satisfying the conditions in that lemma. In particular, one can decompose each Q2k as a
union of trees in T2k. Then, by applying Lemma 14.4 to f3, one obtains again a partition
Q =
⋃
l∈Z
Q3l
satisfying the conditions of that lemma. In particular, one can decompose each Q3l as a
union of trees in T3l . Similarly, by applying Lemma 14.6 to the pair (f1, f3), one obtains
a partition
Q =
⋃
m∈Z
Q13m
satisfying the conditions of that lemma and in particular one can decompose each Q13m as
a union of trees in T13m .
Finally, by applying this time Lemma 14.8 to the pair (f2, f1) one obtains another
decomposition
Q =
⋃
n∈Z
Q21n
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satisfying the conditions of that lemma. In particular, one can decompose as before each
Q21n as a union of trees in T
21
n .
Using the above decompositions, one can write our form Λ′′(f1, f2, f3) as
Λ′′(f1, f2, f3) =
∑
Q∈Q
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3 =
∑
k,l,m,n
∑
Q∈Q2
k
∩Q3
l
∩Q13m∩Q
21
n
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3 =
∑
k,l,m,n
∑
T∈Tk,l,m,n
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3 (67)
where Tk,l,m,n is a collection of i-trees of tiles in Q with the property that every tree
T ∈ Tk,l,m,n is actually a subtree inT2k, T
3
l , T
13
m andT
12
n . We can also naturally decompose
Tk,l,m,n = Tk,l,m,n1 ∪ T
k,l,m,n
2 where T
k,l,m,n
i contains i-trees only. Consequently, our sum
(67) splits into∑
k,l,m,n
∑
T∈Tk,l,m,n1
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3+
∑
k,l,m,n
∑
T∈Tk,l,m,n2
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3 =
∑
k,l,m,n
∑
T∈Tk,l,m,n1
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,P(f1)f3+
∑
k,l,m,n
∑
T∈Tk,l,m,n2
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜ c
(f1)f3+
∑
k,l,m,n
∑
T∈Tk,l,m,n2
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x:N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜
(f1)f3 =
= I + II + III.
By using now the above lemmas, the term I + II can be estimated (after regrouping the
terms) by
energy1(f2)energy
′(f1, f3)
∑
k,m
2−k2−m
∑
T∈Tk,m
|IT | (68)
where Tk,m is a set of trees which are subtrees in T2k and T
13
m and the summation in (68)
runs over the indices k,m ∈ Z so that
2−k .
size1(f2)
energy1(f2)
and
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2−m .
size′(f1, f3)
energy′(f1, f3)
.
Moreover, one can estimate the total number of trees in two different ways, namely∑
T∈Tk,m
|IT | . 2
2k, 2m.
By interpolating between these two estimates one obtains
∑
T∈Tk,m
|IT | . 2
2a1k2a2m (69)
for every a1 ∈ (0, 1/2), a2 ∈ (0, 1) so that a1 + a2 = 1. By inserting (69) into (68) one
obtains after summing over k,m the majorant
size1(f2)
1−2a1size′(f1, f3)
1−a2energy1(f2)
2a1energy′(f1, f3)
a2 . (70)
Now, if we set 1 − 2a1 := α1 and 1 − a2 := α2 this bound (70) coincides with the first
right hand side term in the inequality of Proposition 9.3.
It remains to estimate the term III. We shall do this in two different ways.
Firstly, by applying again the above lemmas, one can estimate it (after regrouping the
tiles) by
energy′′1(f2, f1)energy(f3)
∑
l,n
2−l2−n
∑
T∈Tl,n
|IT | (71)
where Tl,n is a set of trees which are subtrees in each T3l and T
21
n and the summation
runs over the indices l, n ∈ Z satisfying
2−l .
size′′1(f2, f1)
energy′′1(f2, f1)
and
2−n .
size(f3)
energy(f3)
.
As before, the total number of trees can be estimated in two different ways, namely∑
T∈Tl,n
|IT | . 2
2l, 2n
and in particular we also get
∑
T∈Tl,n
|IT | . 2
2b1l2b2n (72)
for every b1 ∈ (0, 1/2), b2 ∈ (0, 1) so that b1 + b2 = 1. By inserting this estimate (72) into
(71) one obtains after summing over l, n the majorant
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size′′1(f2, f1)
1−2b1size(f3)
1−b2energy′′1(f2, f1)
2b1energy(f3)
b2 . (73)
If we set now 1 − 2b1 = β1 and 1 − b2 = β2 this bound (73) becomes E1(f1, f2, f3, (βj)j)
in Proposition 9.3.
It thus suffices to show that the term III can also be estimated by E2(f1, f2, f3, (γj)j),
in order to complete our proof.
At first, after regrouping the tiles we rewrite III as
III =
∑
k,l
∑
T∈Tk,l2
∑
Q∈T
〈f2, φQ1〉φQ1χ{x/N(x)∈ωQ2}C
c
walsh,Q,T˜
(f1)f3 (74)
where Tk,l2 is a set of 2-trees which are subtrees in T
2
k and T
3
l .
Fix now k, l. The tiles P in (74) run inside the set⋃
T∈Tk,l2
T˜ := P˜k,l.
Also, by construction, all these T˜ 2-trees are disjoint and they can be thought of as being
trees of P tiles with tops in Q.
We should also point out here the general straightforward geometric fact, that if two
trees T ′ and T ′′ are maximal with respect to inclusion and they lie inside the same tree
T ′′′, then IT ′ ∩ IT ′′ = ∅.
Using the disjointness of our T˜ 2-trees, the above geometric observation and the estimate
‖f1‖∞ . 1, we can naturally decompose the set P˜
k,l in the spirit of the above lemmas as
P˜k,l =
⋃
n′∈Z
P˜
k,l
n′
where for each n′ ∈ Z we have
sup
T′⊆P˜k,l
n′
|IT ′|
−1/2(
∑
P∈T ′
〈f1, φP1〉
2)1/2 . min(2−n
′
energy1(f1), 1).
Also, we may cover P˜k,ln′ by a collection of trees T˜
k,l
n′ so that∑
T ′∈T˜k,l
n′
|IT ′| . min(2
2n′,
∑
T∈Tk,l2
|IT |).
(The 2-trees T ′ in the above decomposition are also trees of P tiles with tops in Q !).
Now, by using this new splitting, the other decomposition lemmas, the tree estimate
(53), the definition of size′′(f2, f1) and the L
2 × L2 → L1 boundedness of paraproducts,
one can estimate the absolute value of III by
energy1(f2)energy(f3)energy1(f1)
∑
k,l,n′
2−k2−l2−n
′
∑
T∈Tk,l,n
′
2
|IT | (75)
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where Tk,l,n
′
2 is a set of 2-trees T which are subtrees in T
k,l
2 and so that their T˜ ’s are sub-
trees in T˜k,ln′ . Also, the parameters k, l, n
′ in the above summation satisfy the constraints
2−k .
size1(f2)
energy1(f2)
,
2−l .
size(f3)
energy(f3)
and
2−n
′
.
1
energy1(f1)
and
∑
T∈Tk,l,n
′
2
|IT | can be estimated in three different ways, namely∑
T∈Tk,l,n
′
2
|IT | . 2
2k, 2l, 22n
′
. (76)
By interpolating these inequalities we get
∑
T∈Tk,l,n
′
2
|IT | . 2
2c1k2c2l22c3n
′
, (77)
where c1, c3 ∈ (0, 1/2), c2 ∈ (0, 1) and c1 + c2 + c3 = 1. By using (77) into (75) we obtain
after summing over k, l, n′ the majorant
size1(f2)
1−2c1size(f3)
1−c2energy1(f2)
2c1energy1(f1)
2c3energy(f3)
c2. (78)
In the end, this bound (78) becomes equal to E2(f1, f2, f3, (γj)j) if we set 1 − 2c1 = γ1,
1− c2 = γ3 and 1− 2c3 = γ2.
This completes the proof of Proposition 9.3.
To prove Proposition 5.5, one argues in the same way. Since in this case there is no
double summation, the complicated terms Ej(f1, f2, f3), j = 1, 2 will simply disapear in
our previous proof and what remains is precisely the inequality stated in Proposition 5.5.
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